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Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet - Carlo Collodi 2011-02
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking
wooden puppet whose nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who
wanted more than anything else to become a real boy.As carpenter
Master Antonio begins to carve a block of pinewood into a leg for his
table the log shouts out, "Don't strike me too hard!" Frightened by the
talking log, Master Cherry does not know what to do until his neighbor
Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a marionette.
Antonio gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of
Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a
Puppet is a novel for children by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous
adventures of Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor father
and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's
literature and has spawned many derivative works of art. But this is not
the story we've seen in film but the original version full of harrowing
adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40 illustrations.
Take Me Back to Italy - Geography Education for Kids | Children's
Explore the World Books - Baby Professor 2017-12-01
Italy is a foreign country and their culture and traditions might be
different than yours. But if you are aware of these differences, you will
be better guided on what to expect when you actually go for a visit.
Geography is a fun topic to study, if you take one region at a time. So go
ahead and grab a copy of this book today!
Family on the Loose - Bill Richards 2012
Pack your bags, hop a plane, and take a trip! Embarking on a journey
with your kids can be a thrilling and rewarding adventure. Family travel
is also a great way to expand your cultural horizons and help cultivate
our next generation of global citizens. This book offers hundreds of easyto-use ideas for:* Drumming up excitement for the journey ahead*
Teaching your kids to pack themselves* Having fun at the airport and on
the plane* Easing jetlag and schedule changes* Involving everyone in
setting itineraries and expectations * Making museums and tourist stops
engaging for everyone* Enriching your travel experience through
journaling* Keeping the joy of the journey alive long after your return*
Discovering cultural education in your own back yardThis book is
intended for well-seasoned travelers and newbies alike who enjoy being
with their children, want to enrich their education, and are excited to
discover, as a family, the vast and unique experiences this world has to
offer.
DK Eyewitness Family Guide France - DK Eyewitness 2018-07-05
Perfect for planning and enjoying a stress-free family holiday, this easyto-use ebook includes insider tips and information on the best familyfriendly activities and attractions. Admire the views from the Eiffel
Tower, build sandcastles on the beaches of the French Riviera or marvel
at the majesty of Versailles. From recommendations of child-friendly
restaurants to suggestions for rainy-day activities, this guide book takes
the work out of planning a family trip to France. Inside Family Guide
France: - Each major listing includes details of the closest toilets, the
nearest places to grab a snack or meal, what do if it rains, and where
kids can play and let off steam - Contains cartoons, quizzes and games to
keep young travellers happy all day long - Detailed coloured maps of all
the major attractions and areas help you navigate with ease - Colourcoded area guides make it easy to find information - At-a-glance pages
highlight all the best sights and activities in each area so you can plan
your day quickly - Features expert suggestions for the best places for
families to stay, eat and shop - Gives essential travel information,
including transport, visa and health information - Covers Alsace,
Lorraine, the Champagne region, Le Nord, Picardy, Paris, Normandy,
Brittany, the Loire Valley, Burgundy, the Franche-Comté, the Rhône
Valley, the French Alps, the Massif Central, Périgord, Quercy, Gascony,
Poitou, Aquitaine, the Pyrenees, Languedoc-Roussillon, Provence, the
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Côte d'Azur, Corsica and more Looking for a comprehensive guide to
France? Try our DK Eyewitness Travel Guide France. Only going to
Paris? Try Family Guide Paris.
Where Is the Colosseum? - Jim O'Connor 2017-01-24
A marvel of engineering that proclaimed the might of the Emperor of
Ancient Rome. The Emperor Titus opened the enormous Colosseum in
AD 80 to host 100 days of games, and it will astound readers to learn
what the ancient Romans found entertaining. Over 50,000 screaming
fans watched gladiators battling each other to the death, men fighting
exotic wild beasts, and even mock sea battles with warships floating on
an arena floor flooded with water. By AD 476 the Roman Empire had
fallen, and yet the ruins of the Colosseum remain a world-famous
landmark of an unforgettable time.
Lonely Planet Rome - Lonely Planet 2018-01-01
Lonely Planet Rome is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date
advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you.
Channel your inner gladiator at the Colosseum, spend hours wandering
the vast Vatican Museums, or toss a coin and make a wish at Trevi
Fountain; all with your trusted travel companion.
Baby Can Travel - Dan Brewer 2017-02-18
Newly updated 2019-20 EditionWe understand how precious your time
is, so we made Baby Can Travel: Anywhere quick and easy to read. This
new & improved "second child" edition shares the lessons we learned
traveling with our second baby and his older toddler sister around the
world. This book covers everything you need to know about traveling
with a baby and toddler, from trip planning to making the most of your
vacation, including: Improve Your Trip: * Learn how to keep your baby
happy and developing while on your vacation.* See and do more on your
vacation days with our many time saving tips. * Anticipate the
developmental stage of your 'future' baby to be prepared for their needs
while on the trip.* Tips on booking flights and accommodations best
suited to your family's needs. Build Your Confidence: * Relax and not fear
the travel days. It's not as bad as everyone says!* All you need to know
about breastfeeding in public, eating out with a baby, etc.* How to travel
safely with your baby.* Learn from us with honest and realistic accounts
of our experiences.
Madeline and the Cats of Rome - John Bemelmans Marciano
2008-09-04
Madeline visits Rome! The Paris skies are gray, so Miss Clavel and the
twelve little girls are leaving for brighter weather---spring in Rome.
Rome has wonderful sights to see and delicious things to eat, but
Madeline also finds an unexpected adventure, involving a thief, a chase,
and many, many cats. The first all-new Madeline book in close to fifty
years combines a lively story with luminous gouache and watercolor
illustrations. Beloved Madeline returns, as brave and irrepressible as
ever!
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook - Deb Perelman 2012-10-30
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger and bestselling cookbook author Deb Perelman knows just the thing for a
Tuesday night, or your most special occasion—from salads and slaws that
make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes;
from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe. “Innovative,
creative, and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light Deb Perelman loves to
cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant owner—she’s never even
waitressed. Cooking in her tiny Manhattan kitchen was, at least at first,
for special occasions—and, too often, an unnecessarily daunting venture.
Deb found herself overwhelmed by the number of recipes available to
her. Have you ever searched for the perfect birthday cake on Google?
You’ll get more than three million results. Where do you start? What if
you pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same warmth, candor,
and can-do spirit her award-winning blog, Smitten Kitchen, is known for,
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here Deb presents more than 100 recipes—almost entirely new, plus a
few favorites from the site—that guarantee delicious results every time.
Gorgeously illustrated with hundreds of her beautiful color photographs,
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about approachable,
uncompromised home cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for your
favorite vegetables: asparagus blanketing a pizza; ratatouille dressing up
a sandwich; cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These are recipes you’ll
bookmark and use so often they become your own, recipes you’ll slip to a
friend who wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple
ingredients that yield amazing results in a minimum amount of time. Deb
tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose your fear of cooking
for a crowd; and the essential items you need for your own kitchen. From
salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory
tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut
Crepe Cake, Deb knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most
special occasion.
Kids' Travel Guide - United Kingdom - Sarah - Jane Williams 2015-04-22
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the
most out of your trip? Special travel guide especially for your kids! From planning and packing to returning home with great family
memories and knowledge about the places you visited. - Fun,
educational, and interesting engages your kids in the family vacation. Your children will have their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo.
Kids' Travel Guide - United Kingdom is useful for your children
regardless of which city or part of the UK you plan to visit. Kids' Travel
Guide - United Kingdom focuses on basic information about the United
Kingdom: its geography, flags, symbols, and interesting history, as well
as English culture -including customs, language, and even food. Don't
worry ... Leonardo delivers all this information in a very interesting and
colorful way -through special graphic design, activities, and fun facts and
tasks. You, the parents, are invited to participate, or to find an available
bench and relax while you enjoy your active children. You may also be
interested in the Kids' Travel Guide - London, which focuses on the top
attractions for children in the city of London. In the city series, Leonardo
takes your kids to each of these top sites, interests them with fun facts,
gives them tips and quizzes, and challenges them with tasks and
activities. Join the FlyingKids community - www.theflyingkids.com -your
one-stop shop for information on family travels.
The Kids Who Travel the World - Lisa Webb 2016-06-02
Join two adventurous sisters as they travel the world, learning new
things. On this trip, they take in the sights, sounds, and tastes of Rome,
Italy! Explore the city with them, visiting all the must-see landmarks in
Italy's capital.
The Encyclopaedia Britannica - 2020-12-15
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great
significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge
base for future generations. So that the book is never forgotten we have
represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was
originally first published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are left
intentionally to preserve its true nature.
Kids' Travel Guide - UK & London - Sarah-Jane Williams 2015-12-05
Going on a family vacation to London? Make sure your kids have a great
time exploring the United Kingdom and exciting London with the Kids'
Travel Guide - UK & London. This special edition combines the highlights
of both the Kids' Travel Guide - United Kingdom and the Kids' Travel
Guide - London. Together with Leonardo, their very own tour guide, your
kids will have so much fun discovering the UK--its history and geography,
its food and culture, and even some of its unusual expressions and
superstitions. And they'll get to know all about the city of London and the
best sites for children. Leonardo makes it interesting with "juicy
information," challenging quizzes, special tasks, and colorful activities.
Leonardo will join your kids in every step of the journey, from packing at
home to seeing the sights in London. And when you return home, the
book will become a souvenir of your trip that kids can treasure for a
lifetime. You can also purchase books focusing on the city of London or
the countries of the United Kingdom separately: Kids' Travel Guide London--all about London and the best sites for kids. Kids' Travel Guide United Kingdom--all about the UK, no matter which area you visit.
FlyingKids makes your family travel more fun, enriching, and
unforgettable. Get lots of information on family travel at
www.theflyingkids.com.
The Art of the Brick - Nathan Sawaya 2014-10-14
Nathan Sawaya is renowned for his incredible, sometimes surreal,
sculptures and portraits—all made from LEGO bricks. The Art of the
Brick is a stunning, full-color showcase of the work that has made
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Sawaya the world’s most famous LEGO artist. Featuring hundreds of
photos of his impressive art and behind-the-scenes details about how
these creations came to be, The Art of the Brick is an inside look at how
Sawaya transformed a toy into an art form. Follow one man’s unique
obsession and see the amazing places it has taken him.
Kids' Travel Guide - New York City - Kelse Fox 2015-12-16
Together with Leonardo the tour guide, your kids will have so much fun
discovering New York City-its history and geography, famous landmarks
and attractions-and exploring the best sites for children. Leonardo makes
it interesting with "juicy information," challenging quizzes, special tasks,
and colorful activities.
Kids' Travel Guide - Ski - Lisa Marie Mercer 2014-12-12
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, and get the most out of your
skiing or snowboarding trip? Congratulations, your family is going on a
ski vacation! Now you just have to do your research, pack your bags, and
make your travel arrangements in preparation for a great time. But what
about your children? You probably want them to have fun and learn on
the ski trip too! The Kids' Travel Guide series is here to help. This series
is written and designed especially for kids. It is full of colorful facts,
fascinating "Did You Know?" information, fun tasks, exciting activities,
useful tips, and challenging quizzes about skiing and snowboarding.
Along the way, there are opportunities for kids to attach pictures, write
notes, and keep track of what they enjoyed most. With Kids' Travel
Guides, your children will have their very own kid-friendly ski guide,
Leonardo. He has many fun ways to get your children involved in every
step of the process, from planning and packing to safety on the slopes.
He even created a ski fitness plan, and encourages the kids to involve
Mom and Dad in the process. Kids' Travel Guide - Ski focuses on the
important things that kids need to know about skiing and snowboarding.
They'll learn about the history of winter sports, basic ski terminology and
positions, the different lifts that take them up the mountain, and all the
exciting things that happen at a ski resort. Kids' Travel Guide - Ski will
help the whole family have a more enjoyable and memorable vacation!
Moon Rome, Florence & Venice - Alexei J. Cohen 2019-04-16
Experience world-famous art, stroll romantic streets, and savor the
flavors of Italy's top cities. Inside Moon Rome, Florence & Venice you'll
find: Flexible itineraries for 1 to 5 days in Rome, Florence, and Venice
that can be combined into a longer trip, including side trips to Assisi,
Siena, Pisa, and Lucca Strategic advice for foodies, art lovers, history
buffs, and more Must-see highlights and unique experiences: Cycle the
Borghese park on a sunny day, learn classic Italian recipes in a cooking
class, and admire masterworks by Bernini, Botticelli, and Caravaggio.
Hike to sprawling hilltop views of Florence, meander through historic
museums, or catch the Gregorian chants being sung at the Duomo on a
Sunday morning. Stroll through Venice's fish markets, rent a kayak and
explore the winding canals, and bask in the afternoon sun as you sip
wine on a piazza Honest advice on where to stay, how to get around, and
where to find the best regional cuisine, from pizza al taglio in Rome to
gelato in Florence and fritto misto in Venice Local perspective from
American-turned-Roman Alexei Cohen on his adopted home country Fullcolor photos and detailed maps throughout Background information on
the landscape, history, and cultural customs of each city Handy tools
such as visa information, an Italian phrasebook, and tips for traveling
with children or as a senior Experience la dolce vita your way with
Moon's practical tips and local insight. Exploring more of Italy? Try Moon
Milan & the Italian Lakes or Moon Amalfi Coast.
Let's Go to Italy! - Monika Utnik-Strugała Duisit 2019-08-20
Whether you're fascinated by the history of Pompeii or would simply be
happy with a big scoop of tasty gelato, dive into the wonders of Italy. Join
us as we travel across the beautiful country--pick up some Italian phrases
to order your favorite dishes when you go on holiday, learn about all of
the brave heroes and clever inventors in Italian history, and find out
about the origins of the most delicious food you can find on the planet.
From the Dolomites in the north, to Mount Etna in Sicily, Let's go to
Italy! invites you to come along and explore the food, culture, history,
and geography of this incredible country.
Italy! Children's Travel Activity Book and Journal - Tiny Tourists
2017-08-21
Fancy a fabulously fun and interactive activity book about Italy? Pass on
your own passion for travel with this thoughtfully-prepared, educational
and inspirational activity and keepsake book about Italy! From adding up
a shopping spree in Milan, designing Ferraris, spotting the difference in
Lake Garda, counting out ingredients for pasta sauce, and matching
pairs of ice-creams, this full-colour activity book is jam-packed with
puzzles and activities to entertain budding tiny tourists going on a trip to
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Italy. A five-in-one book; keep children entertained on long journeys;
open their eyes to some of the different things they'll see, introduce some
Italian vocabulary; practice key maths, literacy, science, geography and
design skills; and create a memory keepsake with plenty of journal space
for recording memories - written, stuck or drawn. Endorsed by
educational professionals; loved by kids Use the world as your classroom;
keep travel meaningful and memorable, educational and fun. Activities
suitable for age 5+. See our other books in the range for children aged
3-5 years www.beansandjoy.com
Italy ABCs - Sharon Katz Cooper 2006-01-01
An alphabetical exploration of the people, geography, animals, plants,
history, and culture of Italy.
KeeKee's Big Adventures in London, England - Shannon Jones 2019
"Travel lovers buckle up and get ready to explore in KeeKee's Big
Adventures in London, the 5th picture book in the award-winning
KeeKee's Big Adventures series. Join KeeKee, the globe-trotting calico
kitty, on her latest brilliant adventures in London. Along with her friend
Willamb Sheepspeare, she'll whisk readers through the majesty of
England's capital city—from Big Ben to Buckingham Palace to a proper
English tea. (Pass the scones, please!) Explorers big and small will have
a jolly good time trying out fun British expressions, peeking into royal
culture, and navigating London's beautiful streets on a double-decker
bus. In the back of this brightly illustrated book, you'll find a kid-friendly
guide map of London, a glossary of British terms, and more details on
KeeKee's favorite places. It's the perfect getaway for kids and families
who love travel, adventure and exploring the world around them. Keep
your eyes peeled for KeeKee's colorful hot air balloon."-Kids' Travel Guide - San Francisco - Kelsey Fox 2016-02-03
Going on a family vacation to Paris? Make sure your kids get the most
out of the trip with the Kids' Travel Guide - San Francisco. Together with
Leonardo, their very own tour guide, your kids will have so much fun
discovering San Francisco--its history and geography, famous landmarks
and attractions--and exploring the best sites for children. Leonardo
makes it interesting with "juicy information," challenging quizzes, special
tasks, and colorful activities. Leonardo will join your kids in every step of
the journey, from packing at home to seeing the sights in San Francisco.
And when you return home, the book will become a souvenir of your trip
that kids can treasure for a lifetime. For more fun and enrichment: Kids'
Travel Guide - USA--all about the USA, no matter which area you visit.
Kids' Travel Guide - USA & San Francisco--everything about the USA and
beautiful San Francisco combined in one book.
Kids' Travel Guide - Italy - Shiela Leon 2014-06-15
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the
most out of your trip?Special travel guide especially for your kid!- From
planning and packing to returning home with great family memories and
knowledge about the places you visited.- Fun, educational, interesting,
and engaging your kids in the family vacation.- Your children will have
their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo.Kids' Travel Guide - Italy
is useful for your children regardless of which city or part of Italy you
plan to visit. Kids' Travel Guide - Italy focuses on basic information about
Italy: its geography, flags and symbols, and interesting history, as well as
Italian culture - including customs, language, and even food. Don't worry
... Leonardo delivers all this information in a very interesting and colorful
way - through special graphic design, activities, and fun facts and
tasks.You, the parent, are invited to participate, or to find an available
bench and relax while you enjoy your active children. You may also be
interested in the Kids' Travel Guide - Rome, which focuses on the top
attractions for children in Rome. In the city series, Leonardo takes your
kids to each of these top sites, interests them with fun facts, gives them
tips and quizzes, and challenges them with tasks and activities.
Hidden Wonders - Lonely Planet Kids 2019-11-01
Take a journey into the unknown and discover the planet's wildest and
most wonderful sights. Paddle through the eerie glowworm caves of New
Zealand, ride with the wild horses of the Namib desert, and swing off the
end of the world in Ecuador. Packed with incredible facts, photos and
illustrations.
Fodor's Rome - Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. Staff 2010
Detailed and timely information on accommodations, restaurants and
local attractions highlight these updated travel guides, which feature allnew covers, a dramatic visual design, symbols to indicate budget options,
must-see ratings, multi-day itineraries, Smart Travel Tips, helpful
bulleted maps, tips on transportation, guidelines for shopping excursions
and other valuable features. Original.
France - Celia Jenkins 2019-09-16
Going on a family vacation to France or just want to learn more about
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this amazing country? Make sure you get the most out of the trip with
France - Travel For Kids Dinobibi and Ben will join you in every step of
the journey. You will have so much fun discovering France- its history,
geography, flags and symbols, wildlife, culture and more! Whether
preparing for a vacation, or simply wanting to learn about France, this
book gives you all you need to know, fun places to visit, tasty food to try,
and fun, interactive pop quizzes throughout. Come join Dinobibi and Ben
on an adventure and DISCOVER France!.
San Francisco with Kids - Inc. Fodor's Travel Publications 2009
As practical and thorough as the Gold Guides, this new series lets
parents plan vacations for the whole family, with specific information
about the hotels, restaurants, and sights that are best for family travel.
Each guide includes detailed maps, age-appropriateness ranges, familyfriendly hotel amenities, and much more.
Kids' Travel Guide - United Kingdom - Sarah-Jane Williams 2018-09-10
A new family adventure is waiting for you in the United Kingdom.
Regardless of which city or part of the country you plan to visit, make
sure your kids get the most out of the trip with the Kids' Travel Guide United Kingdom. All about United Kingdom, especially for kids: its
geography, flags and symbols, and fascinating history, as well as British
culture, food, and even unusual expressions and superstitions. Leonardo,
your kid's tour guide, will take the kids to a journey in United Kingdom
and make it interesting with fun fact, "juicy information," quizzes, special
tasks, kid's diary, and coloring pages. You, the parents, are invited to
participate, or to find an available bench and relax your vacation in
United Kingdom while your kids learn and enjoy. When you return home,
the guidebook and diary will become a souvenir of your travel that the
whole family can treasure for a lifetime. Fun, educational, interesting
and engaging your kids in the family vacation. For more United Kingdom
travel guides and lots of fun and enrichment: Kids' Travel Guide London--all about London and the top attractions for kids. Kids' Travel
Guide - United Kingdom & London--everything about United Kingdom
and beautiful London combined in one book. More adventures with Kids'
Travel Guides to the USA, Thailand, France, Paris, Italy, Rome, New
York, San Francisco and many more destinations... *Get SPECIAL
PROMO CODE in FlyingKids' website: www.theflyingkids.com*
FlyingKids makes your family travel more fun, enriching, and
unforgettable.
Creating a Cash Cow in Kenya - Nat Robinson 2015-12-24
"What started as an eight-month assignment turned into a six-year
adventure and the creation of a social business to help Kenya's farmers
lift themselves out of poverty. The social business, Juhudi Kilimo,
provides microloans to enable smallholder farmers to buy productive
assets, such as cows, tools and so on. Since its foundation in 2009, Juhudi
Kilimo has provided over 50,000 loans worth $30 million and financed
the purchase of 23,100 cows by some of Kenya's poorest farmers. In its
six years Juhudi managed to rack up an impressive list of international
investors The Rockefeller Foundation, The Ford Foundation, Acumen
Fund, Soros Economic Development Fund, Grameen Foundation,
Deutsche Bank and Kiva.org. The company also won a Charles Schwab
Social Entrepreneur of the Year Award and part of CIO Magazine's top
100 list. The challenges faced by the company in its early years reveal a
dark underbelly of investor greed, corruption and the deep multicultural
misunderstandings that can lead to conflicts. The company was driven by
a young entrepreneur from the US, who admits he had no idea what he
was doing but learned along the way. The lessons he presents here can
help guide those starting new ventures or trying to defy the odds with a
new social business in East Africa. The business stories are intertwined
with his adventures, racing camels, running from rhinos and much
more."--Summary from Amazon.
The Complete Married With Children Book: TV’s Dysfunctional
Family Phenomenon - Denise Noe 2017-08-13
Married . . . with Children premiered on Fox TV in 1987 and updated the
Don Ameche and Frances Langford radio comedy series, The Bickersons,
and Jackie Gleason's TV classic, The Honeymooners, with a raunchy,
cutting-edge slant that focused on a lovable yet laughable family headed
by endearingly flawed Al (Ed O'Neill), his housework-hating wife, sexy
daughter, and randy son. For 11 seasons, the brilliant team of talent put
the funk in dysfunctional. Rediscover the exhilarating humor and
intellectual excitement in Denise Noe’s first book. She delves behind-thescenes with Michael Moye, Ron Leavitt, Ed O’Neill, Katey Sagal,
Christina Applegate, David Faustino, David Garrison, Amanda Bearse, E.
E. Bell, and Ritch Shydner. You’ll be fascinated by the story of how two
rogue writers created a deliberately off-the-wall program; how it almost
got derailed before production began; how a controversy could have
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plucked the series off the air but ended up injecting a much needed shot
in the arm; how a reality-based show occasionally—and
courageously—ventured into comedy with a fantasy, horror, and/or
science fiction spin. Order your copy of the collectible First Edition
today. Illustrated. Bibliography. Appendix featuring episode synopses.
Kids' Travel Guide - Rome - Shiela Leon 2014-06-15
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the
most out of your trip to Rome?Special travel guide especially for your
kid!- From planning and packing to returning home with great family
memories and knowledge about the places you visited.- Fun, educational,
interesting and engaging your kids in the family vacation.- Your children
will have their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo.In Kids' Travel
Guide - Rome your kids will enjoy:- Top sites recommended in Rome.
Leonardo provides kids with interesting information, challenging tasks,
fun tips, and exciting quizzes in every site. - Background information on
Rome: its relevant history, how it looks, its transportation system, and
many fascinating facts about the city.You, the parent, are invited to
participate, or to find an available bench and relax while you enjoy your
active children. You may also be interested in the Kids' Travel Guide Italy, which focuses on the basic background of Italy: its geography,
flags, Italian culture and much more... For your convenience, you can
also purchase both guides in one combined book.
Kids' Travel Guide - Rome - Shiela H Leon 2015-12-13
Together with Leonardo, their own tour guide, your kids will have so
much fun discovering Rome-its history and geography, the Italian culture
and language-and exploring Rome's best sites for children. Leonardo
makes it interesting with "juicy information," challenging quizzes, special
tasks, and colorful activities.
Living in . . . Italy - Chloe Perkins 2016-02-02
Readers learn what it's to live in Italy.
Mission Paris - Catherine Aragon 2014-04-01
Mission Paris: A Scavenger Hunt Adventure (For Kids) takes your young
travellers on an exciting scavenger hunt through the famous sights of the
City of Light. Say "au revoir" to a trip filled with the stress of keeping
everyone entertained, instead say "bonjour" to a memorable family
holiday, with your kids actively engaged in exploring the wonders of
Paris with you. Created by a "mumpreneur," Mission Paris ensures a fun
holiday for everyone with a captivating, spy-theme scavenger hunt
packed with fun activities and the fascinating stories behind the city's
landmarks. Imagine, not only will your kids want to sightsee, together
you'll uncover the intriguing histories of Parisian landmarks like the
Louvre, Eiffel Tower, Palais Royal, Notre Dame, and many more. And
then there's the exciting world of secret agents. Mission Paris is a musthave book for kids visiting Paris! Travelling to Spain? Be sure to check
out our other book, Mission Barcelona.
Kids' Travel Guide - Bangkok - Sarah - Jane Williams 2015-02-19
Special travel guide especially for your kid! - From planning and packing
to returning home with great family memories and knowledge about the
places you visited. - Fun, educational, interesting and engaging your kids
in the family vacation. - Your children will have their very own kidfriendly tour guide, Leonardo. With Kids' Travel Guide - Bangkok your
kids will enjoy: - Top sites recommended in Bangkok. Leonardo provides
kids with interesting information, challenging tasks, fun tips, and
exciting quizzes in every site. - Background information on Bangkok: its
relevant history, how it looks, its transportation system, and many
fascinating facts about the city. You, the parents, are invited to
participate, or to find an available bench and relax while you enjoy your
active children. You may also be interested in the Kids' Travel Guide -Thailand, which focuses on the basic background of Thailand: its
geography, flags, Thai culture and much more ... For your convenience,
you can also purchase both guides in one combined book.
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Mission Rome - Catherine Aragon 2014-05-01
'Mission Rome' takes your young travelers through the famous sights of
Rome, engaging them in an exciting scavenger hunt as you explore city
landmarks together.
City Trails - Washington DC - Lonely Planet Kids 2017-10-01
Here's a book that's seriously streetwise. Colourful themed trails, from
history and culture to food and nature, reveal amazing facts and
intriguing tales that kids won't find on the tourist routes. We'll show
them where to find Henry the giant elephant, oyster sandwiches, the
Grand Canyon on a ceiling, and lots more!
Kids' Travel Guide - Italy and Rome - Shiela H Leon 2014-06-15
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the
most out of your trip?Special travel guide especially for your kid!- From
planning and packing to returning home with great family memories and
knowledge about the places you visited.- Fun, educational, interesting
and engaging your kids in the family vacation.- Your children will have
their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo.This special edition
combines the benefits of both the Kids' Travel Guide - Italy and the Kids
Travel Guide - Rome. Your children can have fun and learn about Italy in
general, and the attractions of Rome specifically, in one combined
book!In Kids' Travel Guide - Italy & Rome your kids will enjoy:- Basic
information about Italy: its geography, flags and symbols, and interesting
history, as well as Italian culture - including customs, language, and even
food. Don't worry ... Leonardo delivers all this information in a very
interesting and colorful way.- Top sites recommended in Rome. Leonardo
provides kids with interesting information, challenging tasks, fun tips,
and exciting quizzes in every site. - Background information on Rome: its
relevant history, how it looks, its transportation system, and many
fascinating facts about the city.You, the parent, are invited to participate,
or to find an available bench and relax while you enjoy your active
children.
Books about Italy for Kids - Trent Harding 2017-11-27
Are you going to Italy soon or want to learn more about Italian culture
and attractions? This cute, well-designed book about Italy for Kids
featuring hand-drawn artwork of cute, Theodore the bear teaches young
readers all about Italy, basic Italian words and what life is like in Italy.
Theodore travels to the Colosseum in Rome, Canals in Venice, Leaning
Tower of Pisa and all over Itay on his journey eating all types of exciting
foods like pizza and pasta. Your child will love learning about Italy as
they join in the adventure of cute Theodore the Bear. Get your copy now!
Kids' Travel Guide - USA - Shiela Leon 2014-06-15
Would you like your kids to learn, have fun, stay entertained, and get the
most out of your trip?Special travel guide especially for your kid!- From
planning and packing to returning home with great family memories and
knowledge about the places you visited.- Fun, educational, interesting,
and engaging your kids in the family vacation.- Your children will have
their very own kid-friendly tour guide, Leonardo.Kids' Travel Guide - USA
is useful for your children regardless of which city or part of the USA you
plan to visit. Kids' Travel Guide - USA focuses on basic information about
The USA: its geography, flags and symbols, and interesting history, as
well as Thai culture - including customs, language, and even food. Don't
worry ... Leonardo delivers all this information in a very interesting and
colorful way - through special graphic design, activities, and fun facts
and tasks.You, the parent, are invited to participate, or to find an
available bench and relax while you enjoy your active children. You may
also be interested in the Kids' Travel Guide - San Francisco, Los Angeles
or San Diego, which focuses on the top attractions for children in the
city. Leonardo takes your kids to each of these top sites, interests them
with fun facts, gives them tips and quizzes, and challenges them with
tasks and activities.
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